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Abstract
This study set out to investigate various deep learning frameworks for PET attenuation correction in
the sinogramdomain. Differentmodels for both time-of-flight (TOF) and non-TOFPET emission
datawere implemented, including direct estimation of the attenuation corrected (AC) emission
sinograms from the nonAC sinograms, estimation of the attenuation correction factors (ACFs) from
PET emission data, correction of scattered photons prior to training of themodels, and separate
training of themodels for each segment of the emission sinograms. A segmentation-based 2-class AC
mapwas included as a bottom-line technique for comparison of the differentmodels considering
PET/CTAC as reference. Fifty clinical TOFPET/CTbrain scanswere employed for trainingwhereas
20were used for evaluation of themodels. Quantitative analysis of the resulting PET images was
carried out through region-wise standardized uptake value (SUV) bias calculation. Themodels relying
onTOF information significantly outperformed the nonTOFmodels as well as the segmentation-
basedACmap resulting inmaximumSUVbias of 6.5%, 9.5%, and 14.0%, respectively. Estimation of
ACFs from either TOFor nonTOFPET emission data was very sensitive to prior scatter correction.
However, direct estimation of AC sinograms fromnonAC sinograms revealed no sensitivity to scatter
correction, thus obviating the need for prior scatter estimation. For TOFPETdata, though direct
prediction of the AC sinograms does not require prior estimation of scattered photons, it requires
input/output channels equal to the number of TOFbinswhichmight be computationally or
memory-wise expensive. Prediction of the ACFmatrices fromTOF emission data is less demanding in
terms ofmemory as it requires only a single channel for output. AC in the sinogramdomain of TOF
PETdata exhibited superior performance compared to both nonTOF and segmentation-based
methods.However, suchmodels requiremultiple input/output channels.

1. Introduction

Brain positron emission tomography (PET) imaging using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) is commonly carried
out in clinical and research settings, wherein quantification plays a critical role in early detection and
characterization of brain diseases. Correction for physical degrading factors, such as attenuated and scattered
photons is essential to generate clinically relevant and dependable quantitative PET images (Zaidi et al 2007).

Attenuation correction (AC)maps derived from computed tomography (CT) images, regarded as the
reference or gold standard approach for PET attenuation and scatter corrections on hybrid PET/CT scanners,
commonly provide accurate patient-specific information regarding the attenuatingmedia.However, the
quantitative imaging capabilities of standalone PET (e.g. dedicated brain/breast) and hybrid PET/MRI scanners
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are challenged by the lack of accurate/patient-specific ACmap owing to the absence of CT and/or transmission
scanning. In the latter case, four generic strategies are commonly employed to generate PETACmapswith or
without using structuralMR images (Mehranian et al 2016). First, classification approaches whereMR images
are typically segmented into few bulk tissue classes followed by the assignment of predefined linear attenuation
coefficients (Martinez-Moller et al 2009, Schulz et al 2011, Arabi et al 2015). Though classification approaches
were implemented on commercial systems, the performance of these approaches is limited due to the challenge
of bone/air discrimination using conventionalMR sequences. The use of advancedMR sequences, such as
short- or zero-echo-time (UTEor ZTE), enable the generation of attenuationmapswith continuous attenuation
coefficients (or bone densities) (Sekine et al 2016, Leynes et al 2017, Baran et al 2018). Atlas-basedmethods
exploit pairedMRandCT images to estimate a synthetic CT image for target subjects via an image
transformation framework (Wollenweber et al 2013, Arabi andZaidi 2017). In this regard, synthetic CT images
could be generated using an established voxel-to-voxelmapping scheme between registered CT atlas images and
the targetMRI (Arabi andZaidi 2016, Arabi et al 2016). Simultaneous reconstruction of attenuation and activity
maps allows for the prediction of patient-specific ACmaps fromPET emission data (with time-of-flight (TOF)
information) (Defrise et al 2012). This could be achievedwithout using structural information; yet,
incorporation of the anatomical information (usingMRI as prior knowledge)would reduce the ill-posedness of
this approach and lead to improvedACmaps and/or activitymap estimations (Mehranian et al 2017). In
addition to the aforementioned synthetic CT generation approaches, deep learning algorithms are alternative
approaches capable of offering accurate solutions for CT image synthesis from single (Han 2017, Bahrami et al
2020) ormultipleMR sequences (Emami et al 2018, Gong et al 2018, Liu et al 2018b). These algorithms are
widely used in brain, pelvis, andwhole-body PET/MR imaging andMRI-only radiation treatment planning
(Arabi et al 2018,Dinkla et al 2018, Leynes et al 2018, Arabi et al 2019).

Deep learning approaches arewidely employed to generate synthetic CT images fromMR images for PET
attenuation correction on PET/MRI systems (Ladefoged et al 2017, Leynes et al 2018, Liu et al 2018a, Arabi et al
2019, Lee 2020, Teuho et al 2020,Wang et al 2020, Zaidi and ElNaqa 2021). The versatility and power of deep
learning approaches enabled the implementation of direct attenuation and scatter correction in the image
domain, which became feasible without the need for structural images, such asMRI (Yang et al 2019, Arabi et al
2020,Mostafapour et al 2021). In this framework, a deep learningmodel is trained to convert the non-
attenuation corrected PET (PET-nonAC) images to the correspondingCT-basedACPET images (PET-CTAC)
via a one-to-one regression scheme.

In addition to the above referenced PETAC approaches, a novel deep learning-based approachwas recently
introduced to directly estimate the attenuation correction factors (ACFs) from the PET emission data (Arabi and
Zaidi 2020). It was demonstrated that PET emission data carry subject-specific information concerning the
underlying attenuatingmedium.

The data representation in the sinogramdomain is extremely extended/detailed compared to the image
domain. For instance, projections are provided for the different segments (or planes) andTOF information is
encoded into a number of separated sinogrambins ormatrices. Hence, in the sinogramdomain, awider
spectrumof strategies could be adopted to perform attenuation and scatter correction compared to the image
domain. In this work, we examine these different strategies and frameworks to performAC in the sinogram
domain using a deep learning approach.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. PET/CTdata acquisition
A clinical dataset consisting of 70 TOFPET/CT scans was retrospectively exploited for evaluation of different
strategies for deep learning-guided AC in the sinogramdomain. Patient scanswere carried out on the
BiographmCTPET/CT scanner (SiemensHealthcare, Erlangen, Germany) following intravenous injection of
206±16MBqof 18F-FDG. PET scans started 31±6 min post-injection for an acquisition time-of 20 min For
PETAC, low-dose CT scanswere performed using 20mAs, 120 kVp, 0.3 s rotation speed and 1×1×2.5mm3

voxel size prior to PET scanning. PET emission datawere saved in list-mode format to be employed for offline
reconstruction of PETdata. The e7 tools Siemens reconstruction software was used to generate TOF and
nonTOF sinograms fromPET list-mode data aswell as ACFs, randoms, scatter, and normalizationmatrices. It
should be noted that themCT scanner is capable of TOFPET imagingwith 530 ps coincidence time resolution
producing 13 sinograms or TOFbinswith awidth of 312 ps.

The BiographmCT scanner and e7 tools enable generating a single nonTOF sinogramof the PET emission
data in 9 segments using amatrix of 400×168×621 elements (bins×angles×planes) for each bed
acquisition. Considering the TOF information, PET emission datawould be generated in 13 sinograms (each in
9 segments and 400×168×621 elements) corresponding to 13 TOFbins. For both nonTOF andTOFPET
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data, a single ACF sinogramwould be generated for PET attenuation correction in the samematrix size.
Likewise, for normalization, randoms, and scatter corrections, a similarmatrix sizewill be generated for either
TOF or nonTOF image reconstruction.

2.2.Deep learning-based attenuation correction strategies in the sinogramdomain
Deep learning approaches can be employed to performAC in the sinogramdomain through extracting the ACFs
as demonstrated recently byArabi andZaidi (2020). This can be carried out in different ways, including
considering or not TOF information, extracting the ACFs fromPET emission data or generating directly the AC
sinograms, considering all segments of the sinogram in a single pipeline or executing the algorithm separately for
each segment, performing scatter correction prior to training of the algorithm, and any combination of these
choices. In the following sections, these AC strategies in the sinogramdomainwill be described in detail and
evaluated in a common framework to put into perspective their associated advantages and pitfalls.

2.2.1. NonTOFPET data
In thefirst section, we focus on nonTOFPET emission data and the evaluation of the different AC strategies,
which can be implemented in the sinogramdomain for nonTOFPET imaging.

2.2.1.1. Estimation of AC sinograms fromnonAC sinograms of nonTOFPET data
In this framework, the AC sinograms (ACSino.) are directly estimated from the nonTOFPETdata before
attenuation and scatter corrections (nonACSino.) using a deep learningmodel (figure 1(A)). It should be noted
that nonAC sinograms refer to PET emission datawithout attenuation and scatter corrections and after
normalization and randoms corrections throughout thismanuscript. The input data in this framework is the
nonTOFPET emission data corrupted by attenuated and scattered photonswhere the deep learningmodel
would be trained to estimate/predict attenuation and scatter corrected sinograms.

2.2.1.2. Estimation of ACFs fromnonAC sinograms of nonTOFPET data
The same frameworkwas evaluated in our previous study (Arabi andZaidi, 2020). However, for the sake of
completeness, this is included in this work. The input in this framework (figure 1(B)) is also the nonTOFPET
data before attenuation and scatter correction (nonACSino.) to estimate the corresponding ACFmatrix for all 9
segments. TheACFmatrix has the same dimension of the PET sinogram (400×168×621 elements). Hence,
the same deep learning configuration in terms of input and output dimensionwas used for the implementation
of themodels shown in figure 1.

2.2.2. TOF PET data

2.2.2.1. Estimation of AC sinograms fromnonAC sinograms of TOF PET data
In the previous section, nonTOFPETdatawere employed to directly estimate ACPETdata (ACSino.) or ACF
matrix. For TOFPETdata, the same framework can be implemented, except that the TOFPETdata are split into
13 sinograms corresponding to 13 time bins. In brain imaging, only 7 out of 13TOF sinograms contain the PET
data corresponding to the subject’s head in the field-of-view (FOV) owing to the small size of the brain, whereas
the remaining 6 sinograms are almost empty (zero count with some randoms and scattered counts). As such,
only the 7meaningful TOF sinogramswere employed to implement AC in the sinogramdomain. Infigures 2(A),
7 TOF sinograms in 9 segments corresponding to a single bed brain acquisition are supplied to the deep learning
model to performdirectly ACon the TOF sinograms.

2.2.2.2. Estimation of ACFs fromnonAC sinograms of TOFPET data
Similar to the strategies adopted for nonTOFdata, theACFmatrix can be estimated from the nonAC sinogram
of TOFPET emission data. This framework, illustrated infigure 2(B), was extensively assessed in our previous
study (Arabi andZaidi 2020) and is repeated in this work to ease the comparison to other AC strategies in the
sinogramdomain. The training of thismodel is performed using all 9 segments together (with no separate
training for each of these segments).

2.2.3. Separation of sinogram segments
In the abovementioned frameworks, the training of themodels, either TOF or nonTOFPETdata, was carried
out using all 9 sinogram segments together.However, the training and assessment of thesemodels could be
undertaken separately for each of the 9 segments. The BiographmCTPET scanner produces sinograms in 9
segments corresponding to direct (first segment) and oblique (segments 2–9with different projection angles)
planes. Thefirst segment (direct plane) contains 109 slices (in z direction), the second and third segments (with
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the same opposite projection angles) 96 slices, the 4th and 5th segments 76 slices, the 6th and 7th 54 slices,
whereas the 8th and 9th segments contain 30 slices. Figures 3(A) and (B) illustrate these frameworks for the
nonTOFPETdata to achieve direct AC in the sinogramdomain and estimate the ACFmatrices fromnonAC
sinograms, respectively. To generate thefinal PET sinograms or ACFmatrices for PET image reconstruction, the
resulting 9 different segments are simply concatenated to create standard sinograms or ACFmatrices.

Similarly, the training of the TOFPETdata can be carried out separately for each segment. Figures 4(A) and
(B) illustrate direct AC in the sinogramdomain and estimation of the ACFmatrices fromTOFPETdata
separately for each segment, respectively. Likewise, the final standard emission andACFmatrices are generated
through concatenation of the resulting segments.

Figure 1. (A)Direct estimation of the attenuation corrected sinogram (ACSino.) fromnonACnonTOFPETdata and (B)ACFs
estimation fromnonTOFPET sinograms using all 9 segments.
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2.2.4. Impact of scatter correction
The inputs to the deep learningmodels shown infigures 1–4 to estimate either AC emission sinograms or ACF
matrices for both TOFor nonTOFPETdata are the nonAC emission sinograms after normalization and
randomcorrection. As extensively discussed in our previous study (Arabi andZaidi 2020), correction for
scattered photons could also be applied prior to training themodels. The impact of scatter correction could be
investigated for the different AC strategies in the sinogramdomain. A single scatter sinogramwas estimated for
each subject where nonAC sinograms (either TOF or nonTOF)were corrected prior to training of themodels
illustrated infigures 1 and 2. Themodels trainedwith andwithout prior scatter correctionwere compared to put
into perspective the impact of scatter correction.

Figure 2. (A)Direct estimation of the attenuation corrected sinogram (ACSino.) fromnonACTOFPETdata and (B)Estimation of
ACFs fromTOFPET sinogramusing all 9 segments.

Figure 3. (A)Direct estimation of the attenuation corrected sinogram (ACSino.) fromnonACnonTOFPETdata and (B) estimation
of ACFs fromnonTOFPET sinogram separately for each segment.
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2.2.4.1. Estimation of the scatter sinogram
Scatter eventsmay adversely affect the performance of AC approaches in the sinogramdomain as demonstrated
in our previous study (Arabi andZaidi 2020). To take scattered events into account, the scatter sinogramswere
estimated from the segmented (background air and soft-tissue)ACmap. To this end, nonACTOFPET images
were reconstructed for each subject based onwhich the head contour was differentiated frombackground air.
To generate the segmentedACmap, attenuation coefficients of water 0.1 cm−1 (≈ 0HU) and air 0.0 cm−1

(≈−1000HU)were assigned to voxels inside the head contour and the background air, respectively. Two-class
ACmapswere estimated from the segmentation of TOF reconstructed PET-nonAC images. TOF
reconstruction of PET-nonAC images provides distinctive/strong signals to segment the head contour from
background air (Burgos et al 2014). The head contourwas automatically defined using a thresholding-based
segmentation algorithm, followed by assignment of attenuation coefficients of 0.1 cm−1 (0HU) and 0.0 cm−1

(−1000HU) to voxels locatedwithin the head contour and background air, respectively. Given the 2-class AC
maps, TOFPET image reconstructionwas performed for all subjects using an ordinary Poisson ordered subsets-
expectationmaximization (OP-OSEM) algorithm implemented in the Siemens e7 tools with 4 iteration and 21
subsets. The resulting scatter sinograms are in the same dimensions as the nonTOFPET sinogramorACF
matrices (400×168×621 elements in 9 segments) for both TOF and nonTOFPET image reconstruction. The
scatter sinograms obtained from these reconstructions were exploited to correct the nonAC sinograms (either
TOF or nonTOF) prior to training themodels as described in section 2.2.4. The single scatter simulation (SSS)
algorithm (implemented in the Siemens e7 tool)was employed to estimate the scatter sinograms scaled by the
tailfitting approach (Watson 2007). Previous studies demonstrated that the scatter sinograms estimated froma
synthetic CT (for instance the 2-class ACmap) are in close agreement with reference toCT-based scatter
estimation (Burgos et al 2014, Arabi andZaidi 2020). Therefore, the impact of scatter correction prior to training

Figure 4. (A)Direct estimation of attenuation corrected sinogram (ACSino.) fromnonACTOFPETdata and (B) estimation of ACFs
fromTOFPET sinograms separately for each segment.
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themodels was also investigated in this studymotivated by the fact that generation of the 2-class ACmaps and
their corresponding scatter sinograms are practically feasible even for standalone PET scanners.

To summarize the strategies evaluated in this work, table 1 lists the different ACmodels in the sinogram
domainwith their corresponding input and output data for both TOF and nonTOFPET imaging.

2.3.Deep learning framework
TheNiftyNet platform, an open-source code consisting of a number of deep learningmodules formedical image
analysis research (Gibson et al 2018), was adopted to implement the twelve strategies listed in table 1.Niftynet
was built uponTensorFlow libraries in Python environment and configured in regressionmode to predict AC
sinograms or ACFmatrices fromnonAC sinograms. To this end, theHighResNet architecture (implemented on
TensorFlow (version 1.12) in Phython environment (version 3.6)), consisting of 20 residual convolutional layers
with varying dilation factors (Li et al 2017), was retrieved andmodified (adjusting the input/output layers
according to the sinogrammatrix sizes and the number of input channels) to implement themodels listed in
table 1.

Prior to training themodels, all PET emission sinograms (either TOFor nonTOF, AC onnonAC)were
normalized by a predefined activity concentration to adjust the intensity values within the range [0–3]. To
maintain the quantitative aspect of emission data, the AC and nonAC sinograms (for all datasets)were
normalized by predefined activity of 19MBq (≈ 9 SUV) and 7MBq (≈ 3 SUV), respectively. For ACF sinograms,
the inversematrices were calculated to convert the intensity values to [0–1]. The training (and evaluation) of the
models were carried out using the following hyperparameters as elaborated in (Arabi andZaidi 2020): spatial
window=168×400, batch size=10, optimizer=Adam, learning rate=0.005 to 0.001 (following an
optimization steps elaborated in Smith 2018), loss function=L2norm, decay=0.0002 and 0 (following an
optimization steps elaborated in Smith 2018), and sample per subject=1. The training of themodels was
performed plane-wise, wherein all emission and attenuation data for a single acquisition planewas regarded as a
single training sample (two-dimensional). For TOFmodels, the information in the 7 TOFbinswas fed into the
deep learning networkswith 7 input channels (TOFdata in the different TOF binswere processed
simultaneously). Themodels were implemented in anNVIDIAGEFORCERTX2080Ti platform.

It should be noted that only 7 out of 13 TOF sinogrambins (−3 to+3)were used for the training and
evaluation of themodels in TOF imaging since the remaining 6 TOF sinogrambins bear almost no relevant
informationwith respect to tracer uptake in the head region.Moreover, PET sinograms generated by the
BiographmCT scanner for either TOF or nonTOF imaging contain 621 direct and oblique planes for each bed
acquisition. The training of all 12models was carried out plane-wise wherein at each training or validation
iteration single plane (either direct or oblique)with dimensions of 400×168 voxels for nonTOF and 7 (TOF
bins)×400×168 voxels for TOFmodels were considered as input/output of the networks. However, the
training and evaluation of themodels (TOF/A/Seg, nonTOF/A/Seg, TOF/D/Seg, and nonTOF/D/Seg)
shown infigures 3 and 4were performed separately for direct and obliques planes. Infigures 1 and 2, all
sinograms andACFmatrices, including direct or obliques planes are illustrated as input/ouput of themodels.
However, in practice, at each iteration a single row of the sinogram corresponding to a single plane (out of 621)
was used as a single training sample.

The training of these 12models was carried using 50 subjects whereas the evaluationwas performed on 20
subjects. Five percent (5%) of the training dataset was used as the validation dataset within the training process
for parameter optimization and verification of overfitting.

Table 1. Summary of the different strategies for attenuation correction in the sinogramdomain.

Input Output

nonTOF/D nonTOFnonAC sinogram nonTOFAC sinogram

TOF/D TOFnonAC sinogram TOFAC sinogram

nonTOF/A nonTOFnonAC sinogram ACF

TOF/A TOFnonAC sinogram ACF

nonTOF/D/Seg nonTOF nonAC sinogram separately for each segment nonTOFAC sinogram separately for each segment

TOF/D/Seg TOF nonAC sinogram separately for each segment TOFAC sinogram separately for each segment

nonTOF/A/Seg nonTOF nonAC sinogram separately for each segment ACF separately for each segment

TOF/A/Seg TOF nonAC sinogram separately for each segment ACF separately for each segment

nonTOF/D/Sca nonTOF nonAC sinogram corrected for scatter nonTOFAC sinogram

TOF/D/Sca TOF nonAC sinogram corrected for scatter TOFAC sinogram

nonTOF/A/Sca nonTOF nonAC sinogram corrected for scatter ACF

TOF/A/Sca TOF nonAC sinogram corrected for scatter ACF
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2.4. Evaluation strategy
Thefirst part of the evaluation involved estimation of the standardized uptake value (SUV) biaswithin themajor
tissue types, including bone, air cavities, and soft-tissue. Conventional CT-based attenuation and scatter
correction of PETdatawas considered as reference for all comparisons throughout themanuscript. To this end,
CT images were segmented using an intensity threshold level of>150HU for bony structures,<−400HU for
air cavities within the head contour and between−400HUand 150HU for soft-tissue. Considering PET-CT
images as reference, SUVbias in terms ofmean relative error andmean relative absolute errorwas estimated for
the differentmodels listed in table 1 using equations (1) and (2), respectively
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Here,V stands for the total number of voxels within the head region or any of themajor tissue types, PETCT(v)
and PETDL(v) indicate the SUVof voxel vwithin the reference PET-CT and PET images obtained fromone of
themodels listed in table 1. In addition to thesemodels, the segmentedACmap employed for the generation of
the scatter sinogramwas included in the comparative evaluation, which represents the ACmap generation
method implemented on the Philips TF PET/MRI scanner (Zaidi et al 2011). PET image reconstructionwas
performed using an iterative ordinary Poisson ordered subsets-expectationmaximization (OP-OSEM)
algorithm (4 iteration and 21 subsets) and post-reconstructionGaussian smoothingwith a 2mmFWHM.

Moreover, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index (SSIM), and rootmean square error
(RMSE)were computed between the reference PET-CT and different ACmodels for the head region using
equations (3)–(5), respectively
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MaxVal in equation (3) stands for themaximum intensity value of either PETCT or PETDL imageswhereasMSE
denotes themean squared error. In equation (4), mean(PET) returns themean value of the PET imagewhile
variances of PETCT and PETtst images are denoted by δPETCT and δPETDL, respectively, and δPETCT,PETDL indicates
their covariance.C1=0.01 andC2=0.02 are constant variables used to avoid division by very small values
or zero.

The quantitative evaluation of PET images was extended to calculate the SUVbias in 63 brain regions using
theHermes BRASS tool for brain analysis (HermesMedical Solutions AB, Sweden). This tool provides standard
templates for PET andMRbrain images tomap the patient/test PET images into a common/standard spatial
coordinate. The relative SUVbias (SB(%)) and absolute relative SUVbias (ASB(%))were estimated for the
different brain regions using equations (6) and (7), respectively, wherein the brain regions are indicated byR
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In addition, joint histogram analysis was performed to display the voxel-wise correlations between activity
concentration in reference PET-CT and the different PET images. Paired t-test analysis was employed to assess
the statistical significance of the difference between results obtained from the differentmodels considering a p-
value<0.05 as a statistically valid difference.

3. Results

The quantitative evaluation of PET images resulting from the different ACmodels listed in table 1 alongwith the
2-class ACmap are reported in supplemental table 1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/PMB/66/145001/
mmedia) andfigure 5 for the head region as well as within bone, soft-tissue, and air cavities. Table 2 also
compares the differentmodels alongwith the 2-class ACmap in terms of PSNR, RMSE, and SSIM for the head
region.Overall, TOFmodels outperformed as expected nonTOFmodels and the 2-class ACmap. In this regard,
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nonTOFmodels, in particular nonTOF/D (figure 1(A)) and nonTOF/D/Sca, exhibited superior performance
over the 2-class ACmap. The p-values reported in tables 3 and 4 confirm that the differences between TOF and
nonTOFmodels as well as the 2-class ACmapwere statistically significant.Moreover, the separation of the
sinogram segments deteriorated the performance of bothTOF and nonTOFmodels. The p-values reported in
tables 3 and 4 substantiate that separate training of each sinogram segment as illustrated infigure 3would lead to
sub-optimal outcomes.

Considering only nonTOF strategies, nonTOF/Dand nonTOF/D/Sca exhibited overall better performance
compared to the other nonTOFmodels. The differences between these twomodels were not statistically
significant, indicating the insensitivity of direct nonAC toAC sinogram conversion (figure 1(A)) to prior scatter
correction. Estimation of the ACFmatrices fromnonTOF sinograms, nonTOF/A and nonTOF/A/Scamodels,
showed sub-optimal results compared to nonTOF/Dand nonTOF/D/Scamodels.

Figure 5.Relative errors (%) of PET images resulting from the different AC strategies in the sinogramdomain alongwith the 2-class
ACmapwithin the head region, bony structures, air cavity, and soft-tissue.

Table 2.RMSE (SUV), SSIM, and PSNR (dB) calculated for the different
AC strategies in the sinogramdomain alongwith the 2-class ACmap
within thewhole head region.

RMSE (SUV) PSNR (dB) SSIM

nonTOF/D 0.6±0.02 31.9±1.2 0.92±0.02
nonTOF/A 0.7±0.02 31.3±1.2 0.91±0.02
nonTOF/D/Seg 0.7±0.02 31.4±1.2 0.91±0.02
nonTOF/A/Seg 0.7±0.02 31.0±1.2 0.91±0.02
nonTOF/D/Sca 0.6±0.02 32.0±1.2 0.92±0.02
nonTOF/A/Sca 0.7±0.02 31.6±1.2 0.91±0.02
TOF/D 0.3±0.02 33.5±1.6 0.93±0.02
TOF/A 0.5±0.03 32.2±1.3 0.92±0.02
TOF/D/Seg 0.4±0.02 33.0±1.6 0.92±0.02
TOF/A/Seg 0.5±0.04 32.1±1.3 0.92±0.02
TOF/D/Sca 0.3±0.01 33.7±1.6 0.93±0.02
TOF/A/Sca 0.3±0.01 33.8±1.5 0.93±0.02
2-class 0.9±0.02 30.5±1.1 0.89±0.03
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AmongTOF strategies, TOF/A/Sca, TOF/D, andTOF/D/Scamodels resulted in significantly less
quantitative errors compared to the othermodels. Similar to nonTOF/Dand nonTOF/D/Scamodels, the
correction for scattered photons prior to training the TOF/Dmodel did not significantly impact the its
outcome.However, correction for scatter in TOF/A/Sca seems to be critical as TOF/Amodels achieved lower
performance compared to TOF/DandTOF/A/Scamodels. Similar to nonTOFmodels, separation of the
sinogram segments had an adverse impact on the training of the TOFmodels, leading to sub-optimal
performance.

Among nonTOFAC strategies, nonTOF/Dand nonTOF/D/Scamodels, and among the TOFAC strategies,
TOF/DandTOF/A/Scamodels showed relatively higher accuracy.Hence, in the following, the results
associatedwith thesemodels alongwith the 2-class ACmaps are presented. The quantitative accuracy of the
radiotracer uptake in the different brain regionswas evaluated for nonTOF/D, nonTOF/D/Sca, TOF/D, TOF/
A/Scamodels, and the 2-class ACmap throughmapping the resulting PET images to the BRASS brain PET
template. The BRASS template provides 63 distinct brain regionswith left and right compartments. Themean
SUVbias (SB%andASB%) are reported for the 20 largest brain regions averaged over the left and right
compartments in table 5 and Supplemental figure 1. The differences between TOF and nonTOFmodels,
nonTOFmodels and the 2-class ACmap aswell as TOFmodels and the 2-class ACmapwere statistically
significant (p-values<0.04). However, therewas no proof of statistically significant differences between
nonTOF/Dand nonTOF/Sca and also TOF/DandTOF/A/Sca.Moreover, the SUVbiasmaps calculated over
PET images of 20 test patients (aftermapping to the BRASS template) are displayed infigure 6 for the different
ACmodels.

The results of the joint histogram analysis and the plot of the voxel-wise correlation between the radiotracer
uptake in PET images resulting from the different ACmodels and reference PET-CT images are presented in
figure 7. The linear regression analysis carried out on the 20 test patients exhibited a high correlation for TOF/D
andTOF/A/Scamodels (R2=0.99)while nonTOF/Dand nonTOF/D/Sca resulted inR2=0.985while the
2-class ACmap achievedR2=0.981.

Table 3.P-values calculated among theACmodels alongwith the 2-class ACmap for the results reported in supplemental table 1 and
figure 5.

p-value Soft-tissue Bone Air cavity Head

nonTOF/Dversus nonTOF/D/Sca 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.09

nonTOF/Dversus nonTOF/A/Sca 0.05 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05

nonTOF/Dversus nonTOF/D/Seg 0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

nonTOF/Dversus 2-class <0.05 <0.01 <0.01 <0.02

TOF/Dversus TOF/D/Sca 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.08

TOF/D/Sca versus TOF/A/Sca 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.08

TOF/A/Sca versus TOF/A <0.05 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05

TOF/D/Sca versus TOF/D/Seg 0.05 <0.05 <0.05 0.05

TOF/A/Sca versus 2-class <0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

TOF/A/Sca versus nonTOF/D <0.05 <0.01 <0.01 <0.02

TOF/A/Sca versus nonTOF/D/Sca <0.05 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02

Table 4.P-values calculated among theACmodels alongwith the 2-class
ACmap for the results reported in table 2.

p-value RMSE PSNR SSIM

nonTOF/Dversus nonTOF/D/Sca 0.08 0.09 0.11

nonTOF/Dversus nonTOF/A/Sca <0.05 0.05 0.05

nonTOF/Dversus nonTOF/D/Seg <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

nonTOF/Dversus 2-class <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

TOF/Dversus TOF/D/Sca 0.05 0.06 0.06

TOF/D/Sca versus TOF/A/Sca 0.08 0.09 0.10

TOF/A/Sca versus TOF/A <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

TOF/D/Sca versus TOF/D/Seg <0.05 <0.05 0.05

TOF/A/Sca versus 2-class <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

TOF/A/Sca versus nonTOF/D <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

TOF/A/Sca versus nonTOF/D/Sca <0.01 <0.01 <0.02
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4.Discussion

The primarymotivation to estimate ACFs or perform attenuation correction in the sinogramdomain is that the
PETdata bear object-specific information regarding the attenuationmediumwithin the FOV as demonstrated
in our previous study (Arabi andZaidi 2020). Due to the extended data representation in the sinogramdomain, a
wider spectrumof strategies can be adopted to estimate ACFmatrices or to directly apply attenuation and scatter
correction in this domain (Zaidi and ElNaqa 2021). This study focussed on the implementation and comparison
of different AC strategies in the sinogram space for both TOF and nonTOFPETdata to determine themost
accurate and appealing approaches.

Overall, TOFmodels outperformed nonTOFmodels as well as the 2-class segmentation-based approach.
This can be explained by the fact that the different TOF bins belonging to the same acquisition plane convey
exactly the same information regarding the attenuationmedium across the acquisition plane, though the activity
distributions vary (Surti 2015). The inclusion of TOFdata increases the number of samples from each
acquisition plane, thus resulting in amore accurate ACF estimation or a correction for attenuated and scattered
photons. In comparison to nonTOFmodels, the number of samples from each PET acquisition plane in TOF
models increased by a factor of 7 (7 significant TOF bins out of 13), which led to amore accurate extraction of the

Table 5.Mean relative (SB) and absolute relative (ASB) SUVbias calculated in 20 brain regions for the different AC strategies
in the sinogramdomain alongwith the 2-class ACmap.

TOF/D TOF/A/Sca nonTOF/D nonTOF/D/Sca 2-class

SB±std SB±std SB±std SB±std SB±std
(ASB±std) (ASB±std) (ASB±std) (ASB±std) (ASB±std)

Cerebellum 2.3±4.5 2.4±4.6 −5.7±5.9 −5.5±5.7 −8.9±5.6
(5.6±3.9) (5.7±4.0) (7.3±4.9) (7.1±4.8) (10.3±4.7)

Gyros (G.) frontalis 3.4±4.2 0.9±5.3 −5.9±5.6 −6.2±5.8 −9.2±6.1
(5.8±3.6) (6.0±4.2) (8.0±4.9) (8.3±5.0) (12.3±5.2)

G.front.sup.parsmed. 2.2±4.2 4.8±3.9 4.3±5.3 1.0±5.7 −6.8±6.1
(5.8±3.0) (5.9±3.1) (6.5±4.9) (6.9±4.6) (9.2±5.1)

G.precentralis 4.4±3.9 −0.5±5.5 0.5±5.1 −3.8±3.8 −3.1±7.4
(6.0±3.4) (5.3±4.6) (5.6±4.0) (5.8±3.2) (8.6±5.5)

Lobulus paracentralis 0.4±4.9 4.8±2.9 2.1±4.8 5.8±3.7 −7.8±5.9
(5.1±4.0) (5.7±2.3) (5.7±4.0) (6.1±3.5) (11.3±4.8)

G.rectus 3.8±4.6 −0.1±5.7 4.1±3.6 1.2±4.9 −10.8±6.3
(4.9±3.9) (5.1±4.2) (5.1±3.0) (5.6±4.1) (13.9±5.0)

G.orbitalis 1.2±4.8 5.1±3.4 0.1±4.3 −2.3±3.9 −7.3±5.9
(5.0±3.4) (5.5±2.9) (3.9±3.2) (4.1±3.0) (8.7±4.8)

G.temporalis −1.9±5.6 −5.9±4.4 4.7±3.7 0.7±5.1 −11.3±7.9
(3.9±3.8) (4.1±3.0) (5.0±3.0) (4.3±2.9) (14.0±6.3)

G.postcentralis 2.2±4.9 −3.8±4.1 5.1±4.4 4.4±4.3 −4.9±6.9
(5.7±3.7) (4.9±3.4) (6.5±3.9) (6.0±3.5) (7.6±6.0)

Lobulus par.inf. −1.1±5.4 5.1±4.6 −6.1±4.0 −4.1±4.5 2.3±7.4
(5.8±4.7) (6.5±4.0) (6.9±3.8) (6.0±3.9) (6.5±5.9)

G.supramarginalis 2.9±4.7 −2.1±5.1 −5.8±4.9 −6.7±5.3 −1.9±6.9
(5.7±4.0) (5.9±4.3) (8.2±4.3) (9.5±4.2) (5.8±6.0)

G.angularis 2.8±4.7 0.9±5.0 −4.1±3.9 −6.5±5.3 1.8±7.0
(5.5±3.9) (5.9±4.1) (6.9±3.5) (9.1±4.7) (6.0±5.9)

Lobulus par.sup. 5.3±4.3 4.0±4.1 −1.3±4.4 2.2±5.4 −3.7±6.2
(6.5±3.9) (5.4±3.4) (5.8±4.2) (6.3±4.6) (9.8±5.2)

G.occipitalis −1.7±4.9 1.6±4.5 2.3±5.1 −4.9±3.9 −9.9±7.3
(4.7±4.0) (4.0±3.7) (6.5±4.5) (5.4±3.4) (13.1±5.6)

Cuneus 2.6±4.4 −1.5±5.0 −5.8±4.7 −6.7±5.0 −8.1±6.3
(4.8±3.9) (5.0±4.1) (8.3±4.1) (9.1±4.1) (11.1±5.2)

Precuneus 4.2±4.6 −0.5±5.5 −0.8±5.0 2.9±4.8 2.4±7.3
(5.4±3.9) (6.1±4.3) (6.2±4.0) (7.1±3.9) (1.8±5.9)

Putamen 0.3±4.8 3.3±4.4 −7.0±4.9 −4.5±4.5 −7.8±4.7
(5.2±4.1) (5.0±3.6) (9.2±3.1) (8.0±3.9) (12.8±3.0)

Hippocampus −4.1±4.3 −0.3±4.7 −0.2±5.0 1.8±5.6 2.4±7.9
(5.0±3.6) (5.2±3.8) (6.6±4.3) (7.3±4.5) (8.6±5.5)

G.occipitotemp 2.1±5.8 5.0±5.4 1.5±5.5 −1.1±5.6 −10.3±7.6
(5.6±4.3) (6.1±4.2) (8.1±4.7) (7.3±4.9) (13.9±4.9)

Thalamus 3.2±4.7 4.1±4.7 −1.8±4.6 −6.9±4.8 −10.0±7.5
(4.8±4.0) (5.3±4.0) (7.4±3.8) (9.1±3.9) (13.0±4.7)
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latent information regarding the attenuated photons and/or attenuatingmedium from the emission data.
Though nonTOFmodels (in particular nonTOF/Dand nonfTOF/D/Sca) exhibited sub-optimal performance
compared to TOFmodels, thesemodels largely outperformed the 2-class segmentation-based approach, which
was included in this study to provide a base for comparisonwith other studies andmagnitude of expected SUV
bias in clinical setting.

Depending on the axial coverage of PET acquisition and/or axial acceptance angle, PET sinograms come in a
number of segments (for themCT scannerwith an extended axial FOV, the number of segments is 9) viewing the
activity distribution fromdifferent angles. Separate training of themodels, either nonTOF orTOF, for the
different segments of the sinograms (figures 3 and 4) led to sub-optimal outcomes. A plausible justification for
this observation is that the different segments of the sinogram convey highly correlated information about both
activity distribution and attenuatingmedium, though they are acquired at different angles. Hence, combining
these segments within the training process enabled faster convergence of thesemodels owing to the increased
number of samples from a single input subject. Separate training of themodels for each sinogram segment
reduced the number of training samples by nine (number of segments).

Regarding the nonTOFmodels, direct estimation of the AC sinogram (nonTOF/D) showed no significant
sensitivity to prior scatter correction as the differences between nonTOF/Dand nonTOF/D/Scamodels were
not statistically significant. This demonstrates that the deep learningmodel can effectively detect and correct/
remove scattered counts fromnonAC sinogram to estimate AC emission sinograms.However, prior scatter
correction for estimation of the ACFmatrices was critical since significant differences were observed between
nonTOF/A and nonTOF/A/Scamodels. Overall, among nonTOFmodels, nonTOF/Dwould be themethod of
choice since it requires no prior correction for scattered photons, requires only a single input/output channel,
and exhibited superior performance over the 2-class segmentation-basedmethod.

A similar observationwasmade for TOFmodels wherein direct estimation of the AC sinogram fromPET-
nonAC emission data (TOF/DandTOF/D/Scamodels) showed almost no sensitivity to prior correction for
scattered photons. Therefore, TOF/Dmethod could be an efficient approach as it achieved significantly less
quantitative bias compared to the 2-class ACmap aswell as nonTOF/Dmodel. However, TOF/Dmodels
requires input/output channels equal to the number of TOF binswhichmight be an important limitation for
PET scanners with highTOF coincidence time resolution (up to 23 TOFbins for 214 ps resolution on the

Figure 6.Transaxial, coronal, and sagittal views of SUVbiasmaps representing themean and standard deviation calculated over 20
patients using the BRASS template for the different ACmodels.
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Siemens BiographVision PET/CT scanner van Sluis et al 2020). TOF/A/Scamodel, which predicts the ACFs
from the PET emission data, exhibited similar performance to the TOF/Dmodel and could be themethod of
choice for TOFPET imaging. The advantage of thismethod is that regardless of the TOF resolution (number of
TOF bins), it requires only a single output channel. However, to reach peak performance, thismodel requires

Figure 7. Joint histograms of voxel-wise SUV for the different PETACmodels versus reference PET/CT images.
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prior estimation of scattered photons froma synthetic attenuationmap (such as the 2-class ACmap), which
complicates the implementation and application of thismodel.

Themain findings of this work are two-fold. First, the performance differences betweenTOF and nonTOF
models indicate the beneficial impact of TOF information to resolve the correlation between emission and
attenuation data (table 5). These differences would bemore appreciable if emission datawith improved TOF
resolution are investigated. Second, the contribution of prior scatter correction for the ACF estimation and
directmodels is emphasized. Though prior scatter correction improved the performance of the ACF estimation
models, the insensitivity of directmodels (TOF/Dand nonTOF/D) to prior scatter correction is considered as a
major advantage of thesemodels.

PET attenuation and scatter correction in the sinogramdomain has themerit of being patient-specific (to
some extent)without the need for anatomical imaging. These approaches could be exploited in dedicated organ-
specific (brain or breast)PET scanners. Though low-doseCT andMRI-guidedAC approaches are well-
established in brain PET/CT and PET/MR imaging, respectively, sinogram-based ACmethods could be
exploited as complementary or quality control approaches since thesemethods are immune/insensitive to
potential artifacts andmotion in anatomical images. The use of different radiotracersmight affect the
performance/outcome of thesemodels owing to different uptake patterns and/or signal-to-noise ratio. In this
regard, the performance/outcome of sinogrammodels would be greatly dependent on the injected dose, noise
levels, and signal-to-noise ratio. Higher injected activity would lead to stronger signals or improved signal-to-
noise ratio to resolve the correction between emission and attenuation data. Therefore, the performance
assessment of thesemodels for different PET radiotracers and in low-dose imaging situations warrants further
investigation.

The efficiency of the TOFmodels would depend on the number of TOF bins (TOF resolution) since
improved TOF resolution provides localized andmore specific information about the correlation between
attenuation and emission data.However, whole-body imaging or improved TOF resolution (for instance 23
TOFbins on the Siemens BiographVision PET/CT scanner) requiresmany parallel input channels and heavy
computational complexity. Owing to the independent correlation between attenuation and emission data for
each plane, allmodels were implemented in 2Dmode.Nevertheless, 3D implementation of suchmodels would
also benefit from inter-plane correlations and consistency of emission and attenuation data across the planes,
hence leading to improved outcomes. In this light, 3D implementation of sinogrammodels alongwithmultiple
input channels for TOFPETdata calls for the development of dedicated networks with efficientmemory
management and computational capacity to extract the latent information fromTOFPETdata.

5. Conclusion

Thiswork set out to implement and investigate various deep learning-based strategies for PET attenuation
correction in the sinogramdomain. Themodels relying onTOF information significantly outperformed
nonTOFmodels as well as segmentation-based 2-class ACmap.Nevertheless, nonTOFmodels exhibited
superior performance to the 2-class ACmap. Estimation of the ACFs fromPET emission data, either for TOFor
nonTOFmodels, showed high sensitivity to prior scatter correction, while direct estimation of AC emission
sinograms fromnonAC sinograms revealed no sensitivity to scatter correction, thus obviating the need for prior
scatter estimation. In this light, for nonTOF emission data, direct prediction of AC sinograms fromnon-
attenuated corrected sinogramswould be themethod of choice. For TOFPETdata, though direct prediction of
the AC sinograms obviates the need for prior estimation of scattered photons, it requires input/output channels
equal to the number of TOF bins. Prediction of ACFmatrices fromTOFPETdata is lessmemory demanding as
it requires only a single channel for output.
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